Site Worker – Part-time/Full time permanent position Canvey Island
HBC Vehicle Services is a forward thinking and progressive company which has been serving
the industry for over 50 years. It provides the best and most effective salvage collection and
disposal service, for the UK’s top insurance fleet and accident management companies. It
has an expanding network of UK sites with over 120 employees and is renowned for
processing over 40,000 vehicles every year.
HBC are looking for a Site Worker based at their Canvey Island site in Essex. Reporting to the
Site Foreman, they will be part of a busy team that run the daily site salvage operation
process. They will be responsible for: keeping the site clean and tidy; trimming the hedge
rows; distributing weed killer in the appropriate places; operating a road sweep machine in
the yard; empty bins in the skip and other adhoc cleaning duties when required.
Suitable candidates must have a driving license, enjoy working outside in all weather and be
fit and healthy. They should also be able to work as part of a team, have good
communication skills, be adaptable and have good attention to detail and organisational
skills. Previous experience working in a salvage site and knowledge and/or an interest in
motor vehicles would also be desirable.
The salary for this role is £7.20 per hour (25 years and over) £6.70 per hour (for over 21 year
olds) £5.30 per hour (for 18 – 20 year olds). Working hours are negotiable for this role and
will be discussed at the interview.
For the right candidate, this is an excellent opportunity to work in a successful company
with a dedicated team of professionals, to really make a difference and ensure the business
continues to grow and succeed.
For more information about the role or to apply, please send your CV and a covering letter
to jobs@hbc.co.uk

NB. A disclosure check is required for this role and HBC Vehicle Services will meet the cost.

